Cohn,

d this is a feminist approach to language and its role in strategic thinking. It is also a woman learning experience.

Stage 1, listening, there characteristics of this language, high abstraction from reality, male dominance(sexuality) and euphemism. Examples, clan bombs, India losing her virginity, sexual implication of silo, xmas three farm, nuclear bomb born as boy, by male scientists, nuclear doctrine priesthood

Stage 2, learning to speak this language. Acronym is sexy, SRAM, SLCM. High abstraction, viewing things from controller instead of suffers.

Stage 3, dialogue, jargon as a way to exclude outsiders. The process of dialogue is a process of transforming. Professional reference point is weapon instead of human being.

Stage 4, terror. The more u learn, the less u feel terrified. U are transformed and has lost uself. Conclusion: contradiction of male thinkers logic that female is too emotional for discussion rational topic while they also use highly emotional language. Call for feminism task of destruction and construction of strategic thinking.